ABSTRACT


As one source of reliable foreign exchange the result is export oil and natural gas. Thus, smooth the implementation of the discharge operation can affect productivity ships in function as a means of transport. Therefore author's want to know how to identification cargo handling of LPG, and find solutions of obstacles occurs.

The methodology which I used in my observation is qualitative and descriptive method. With the data analysis are fishbone and fault tree, to determine the cause of the problems and find solutions.

In this research terms of collecting data, through observation, interview, and documentation of researchers above a ship during the period on january 2018 until july 2018. Then were analysed into a discovery that should be given the solution of the problem and became a research observation can be useful for those who read it.

The research results show: traits and characteristics of LPG contain, knowing how the way to identification cargo handling use reliquefied system, knows all that must be considered during their work above the ship with LPG cargo, knowing how the way to handling this cargo contain so well, the obstacle that find during, and efforts must be done good between teminals and ships or ships and mother ship.

In the end of the research, the author conclusions and suggestions that can be used as a reference in the handling of the LPG cargo. Advice of the author is improving the awareness of the self for the entire crew a vessel that figure out the characteristics of the cargo and their environment work is important. So that events on a voyage and the cargo operations of a ship are going good condition and the obstacles occurs can try to get it repaired.
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